
TOM STEENSON 
P.O. Box 820207 
Portland, Oregon 97282 
tomsteenson@comcast.net 
971-645-6625 

November 19, 2015 

Adrian Brown, Assistant United States Attorney, District of Oregon 
Jonas Geissler, Senior Trial Attorney, Special Litigation Section, Civil Rights Division 
Ellen Osoinach, City Attorney, Portland 
Judy Prosper, Deputy City Attorney, Portland 

Dear Ms. Brown, Mr. Geissler, Ms. Osoinach and Ms. Prosper: 

I am writing to lodge a complaint against the Compliance Officer Community Liaison (COCL) 
over the lack of established processes by which Community Oversight Advisory Board (COAB) 
members can be expected to conduct the business of the Board. 

Officer Paul Meyer is one of five Portland Police Bureau (PPB) police advisors on the COAB. 
As such, he is a non-voting member. Officer Meyer has made complaints against COAB 
members Philip Wolfe, Rochelle Silver and myself in his October 16, 2015 email to the COCL 
and others and his October 29, 2015letters to each of us. See attached Exhibits A-D. The three 
of us are voting members of the COAB and, among other subcommittees to which we belong, 
each of us are members of the Data Systems, Use of Force, Compliance Subcommittee 
(DSUFCS), which I also Chair. Mr. Wolfe is also a member of the Executive Committee. 

Officer Meyer is a member of the DSUFCS. His complaints arise out of his displeasure with the 
DSUFCS 's development, consideration and approval of 8 recommendations for submission to 
the full COAB regarding the substantial rewrite and improvement of Portland Police Bureau 
Directive 1010.00, Use of Force. See http://www.cocl-coab.org/sites/default/files/ 
I 02215-1 %20through%20-8%20Recommendations%20regarding%20Directive 
%201010.00%2C%20Use%20of%20Force.pdf. These recommendations were originally 
scheduled for the full COAB to consider at its October 22,2015 meeting but have been 
rescheduled for the December 10,2015 meeting. 

Officer Meyer concludes each of his letter complaints with the following statement: 

"Paragraph 144 of the Settlement Agreement addresses the action that should be 
taken in the case of misconduct." 

Paragraph 144 of the Settlement Agreement reads, in its entirety, as follows: 



144. The COAB shall report to the COCL. The COCL will chair the COAB, 
preside over COAB meetings, take and count votes, and perform such other 
activities as are necessary for the efficient operation of the COAB. If the 
COCL determines that a COAB member is no longer fit to serve on account 
of misconduct, the COCL shall consult with DOJ prior to removing such member. 
Following the removal of a COAB member, an alternative shall be selected from 
the same pool of applicants as the removed COAB member." 

Officer Meyer's citation of this paragraph makes clear that he is seeking the removal of three of 
the four voting members of the DSUFCS for what he alleges is our misconduct. 

Although Mr. Wolfe, Dr. Silver and I know that Officer Meyer's complaints are unfounded, one 
possible reason for his complaints may be the confusion created by the COCL's failure to create 
and implement a clear process for the development, vote and approval by COAB subcommittees 
of recommendations to be submitted to the full COAB for its consideration. The COCL 
introduced a required recommendation form for submission to the COAB without being clear 
about how it is to be used. See link to completed forms for recommendations regarding PPB 
Directive 1010.00, Use afForce, cited above. The process as understood by me as Chair of the 
DSUFCS and other voting members on the subcommittee was that I or others at my direction 
would complete the COCL's required recommendation form with a "brief synopsis" and 
summaries of "pros" and "cons" regarding the particular recommendation. It was never my 
understanding that anyone's "pros" or "cons" would receive special entitlement and be included 
verbatim. For that matter, the COCL has never stated that any material from any subcommittee 
member in support or opposition to the recommendation be included verbatim in the required 
form. Yet the crux of Officer Meyer's complaints against me and the others is that his arguments 
against the recommendations were not entered verbatim into the form. 

As Dr. Silver pointed out at the DSUFCS meeting on November 16, 2015, her comments, 
including "pros" and "cons" which she has raised during the development of recommendations 
and during the DSUFCS's consideration ofthose recommendations have been summarized and 
in some instances not included at all. It appears that Officer Meyer, for whatever reason, may 
have mistakenly believed he was entitled to have all of his comments and objections related to a 
recommendation included in the recommendation form, unedited and not summarized. My point 
here is not that Officer Meyer was incorrect in his belief (although I do consider that he was 
incorrect), but rather that the COCL's failure to provide a clear process for the use of a form it 
introduced could have contributed substantially to his perception and hence to his registration of 
the formal complaints. 

As another example of a lack of process, the COCL has not created and implemented any 
process, written or otherwise, for resolving complaints against COAB members. At one point, 
the COCL emailed Officer Meyer and informed him what the process would be for resolving his 
complaints but did not notify Mr. Wolfe, Dr. Silver, or myself as to what the process would be. 
See attached Exhibit E. More recently, the COCL has informed us that a process is being 
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created, with no indication of what that process might be. Because of this confusion and because 
the lack of clear processes places COAB members at risk, the DSUFCS voted at its regularly 
scheduled meeting on November 16, 2015 to recommend to the full COAB that it consider and 
vote on the following recommendation: 

"Before any steps are taken by the COCL, the City Attorney, the City of Portland 
or the DOJ to resolve Paul Meyer's October 16 and 29, 2015, complaints 
against Philip Wolfe, Rochelle Silver and Tom Steenson, the full COAB should 
be consulted and approve of a process set forth in writing for resolving complaints 
against COAB members." 

Kathleen Saadat is the local COCL person and actively involved in the day-to-day activities of 
the COCL and the COAB. Pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, she is the COCL person who 
serves as the Chair of the COAB. Ms. Saadat was at the November 16 DSUFCS meeting and 
present for the discussion and vote on the above recommendation. During the meeting, she did 
not tell the DSUFCS that the recommendation would not be placed on the full COAB 's agenda, 
which naturally led me and others at the meeting to believe the important recommendation would 
be added to the agenda for the November 19, 2015 meeting of the full COAB. 

The next day I asked Ms. Saadat to add the DSUFCS's recommendation to the COAB's agenda 
on November 19. I was shocked by her denial of my simple request. 

''The request is denied as it inappropriate to put this on the COAB agenda. 

1) the COAB does not have the power to stop the processes of any of the entities 
named in the proposal 

2) COAB administrative processes are the purview of the COCL 

Hearing yours and others concerns about fairness, I am working on a process to 
promote confidence in a fair disposition of the Complaint) 

Kathleen Saadat" 

See attached Exhibit F. 

It is fundamentally unfair for any COAB member to face removal from the COAB without an 
established process set forth in writing for the resolution of complaints against COAB members. 
I believe it is also fundamentally unfair for the COCL to establish such an important process 
without at least consulting with the full COAB, and preferably obtaining the concurrence of a 
majority of its members. All that the DSUFCS wanted in voting its request is the opportunity for 
the full COAB, as soon as possible, to consider and vote on its process recommendation in that 
regard. The arbitrary refusal, after the COCL's attendance at the Subcommittee meeting where a 
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procedural objection could have been raised, is disrespectful of the Subcommittee and its 
members. 

Such unilateral action by the COCL in establishing processes only further damages the already 
fragile and troubled relationship which exists between the COCL and the COAB. Unfortunately, 
this is not an isolated incident and is only one of several recent actions or inaction by the COCL 
which raise concerns about its ability to effectively fulfill its role as specified under the 
Settlement Agreement. 

While many of the problems described here are attributable to the actions of Ms. Saadat in her 
capacity as the COCL member who chairs the COAB, it is not at all clear that replacing Ms. 
Saadat would rectify the situation. 

With or without the removal of Ms. Saadat, the COCL must create clear and coherent processes, 
consistent with the demands for cooperation and transparency that are inherent in the DOJ's 
original lawsuit against the City and in the guiding philosophy of the Settlement Agreement as it 
attempts to reform the Portland Police Bureau. 

Thank you for your anticipated prompt attention to my complaint. 

S~ly, 

~ 
Tom Steenson 

cc: U.S. District Judge Michael Simon, District of Oregon 
Ashlee Albies, Attorney for Albina Ministerial Alliance Coalition for Justice and Police 

Reform 
Charlie Hales, Mayor, City of Portland 
Nick Fish, Commissioner, City of Portland 
Amanda Fritz, Commissioner, City of Portland 
Steve Novick, Commissioner, City of Portland 
Dan Saltzman, Commissioner, City of Portland 
Mary Hull Caballero, Auditor, City of Portland 
Dennis Rosenbaum and Amy Watson, COCL 
Kathleen Saadat, COCL 
Dr. T. Allen Bethel, Co-Chair, Albina Ministerial Alliance Coalition for Justice and Police 

Reform 
Jason Renaud, Mental Health Association of Portland 
Sylvia Zingeser, Board Member, National Alliance on Mental Illness 
JoAnn Hardesty, President, NAACP of Portland 
Jan Friedman, Disability Rights Oregon 
Dan Handleman, Portland Copwatch 
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Debbie Aiona, League of Women Voters of Portland 
Jann Carson, Associate Director, American Civil Liberties of Oregon 
Bud Feuless, Executive Committee Chair, COAB 
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Meyer, Paul 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Meyer. Paul 
Saturday. October 17. 2015 7 26 AM 
LLP Rosenbaum & Watson 
FW: Recommendations on 1010 00. use of force 
102215-1 through -8 Recommendations regarding Directive 1010.00, Use of Force 
(10162015).pdf; Rec No 3 - D~r 1010.00 · Reasonableness of Force.pdf 

Follow up 
Flagged 

Please see the ema1l that I sent yesterday. 

From: Meyer, Paul 
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2015 3:31 PM 
To: Hood, Mandi; Amy Ruiz; Kathleen Saadat; Marshman, Michael; Osoinach, Ellen; O'Dea, Larry; Tom Christoff 
Cc: Hughes, Michele; Hager, Tashia; Elmore, DeVinci; Jackson, Jakhary 
Subject: FW: Recommendations on 1010.00, use of force 

1 haven't had a chance to go through the entire 122 pages of the document. but I would like to express some serious 
concerns that I have with this document. 

My "con" statements have been edited, some significantly. My responses have been reorganized and parts have been 
removed, to include my recommendations (as asked for). 

Also concerning is the "Response to objection" section. I have never seen this until today, 1 was never given an 
opportunity to respond to it. WHO wrote them? Why are there two sections in support of the recommendations and 
only one that is contrary-:> Is this fair. is this right? 

Where Is the tranSRQrency in this process? 
wronQ. 

I /eel that this is complet~.!!._nprotessional and ethically 

As an example, I have attached the document that was just sent (link below) and posted on the COCL-COAB website 
today. To see an example of the editing, please go to Page 86 and compare the "con" statement to the one that 1 sent 
(attached) on 10-06-2015 (my statements are in red, the same as they were sent on Oct 6'') 

If there is an argument that the "con" statements were too long, the statement in support of this recommendation is 4 
pages long. The edited "con" statement is now less than 1 page long and just longer than the newly revealed "response 

to objection" statement. 
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Date: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bureau of Police 
Charlie Hales, Mayor 

Lawrence P. O'Dea Ill, Chief of Pollee 
1111 S.W. 2nd Avenue • Portland, OR 97204 • Phone: 503-823-0000 

Integnty • Compassion • Accountability • Respect • Excellence • Serv1ce 

10-29-2015 

Dr. Dennis Rosenbaum and Dr. Amy Watson; Rosenbaum and Watson 

Compliance Officer/Community Liaison Team 

Officer Paul Meyer 

Portland Police Bureau and member of the COAB 

Formal Complaint regarding Misconduct- Philip Wolfe 

I would like to lodge a formal complaint regarding the misconduct of a member of the Community 

Oversight Advisory Board. The complaint is being filed against Mr. Philip Wolfe. 

Background: 

On September 28th, 2015, during a DSUFSC meeting, I was asked by the Chair, Mr. Steenson, to provide 

"con" statements for the "pro/con" section for the 25 plus recommendations that were being made 

regarding Directive 1010.00 Use of Force. I was able to send Mr. Steenson the "con" statements, via 

email, on October 6th, 2015. 

On October 16th, 2015 I went onto the COCL-COAB website and saw that the recommendations 

regarding Directive 1010.00 were posted on the website with a link on the bottom of the page. As I read 

the recommendations I immediately noticed that the responses I provided had been edited. To that 

point in time, I had not received any notification that my "con" statements would be or had been edited. 

I was concerned to the point that I immediately sent an email to the Portland COCL Team stating the 

concerns and sending them an example. 

I also forwarded the email to the Chicago COCL team the next day. 

I also noticed that there was a new section included in the recommendations, "Response to the 

objection". This section was not provided to the members during the September 28th, 2015 DSUFSC 

meeting when the recommendations were voted on 

Community Policing: Making the Difference Together 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

C1ty InformatiOn Line: 503-823 4000, TIY (for heanng and speech •mpa~red): 503-823-6868 Webs1te: www.portlandpol1ce.com 
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The "response to the objection" section was added after the vote was made during the September 28th, 

2015 DCUFSC meeting. 

I then requested, through Amy Ruiz, all emails and attachments that were associated with the 

recommendations to Directive 1010.00. 

There was another DCUFSC meeting on October 19th, 2015 and there was no discussion regarding the 

recommendations made for Directive 1010.00, the changes to the "con" statements or any discussion 

regarding the new added section "response to the objection". 

At the full COAB I COCL Quarterly Report Town Hall meeting, October 22, 2015, I made a statement to 

all attending, to include USDOJ attorneys Jonas Geissler and Adrian Brown, the Chief of Police Lawrence 

P. O'Dea, Dr. Dennis Rosenbaum, Dr. Amy Watson, COAB Chair Kathleen Saadat, other members of the 

COAB and community members. 

In the statement I discussed how my responses were edited without my consent or knowledge. 

DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS: 

During the full COAB meeting on October 22"d, 2015, Mr. Wolfe made numerous comments that were 

out of context, false and bias. 

Mr. Wolfe violated the "Guidelines for Maintaining Common Ground" that were voted on and approved 

during the October gth, 2015 full COAB meeting. 

Below is a link to the video recording of the COAB meeting where the Guidelines were passed. At the 

4:21 mark, Chair Kathleen Saadat presents the Guidelines and a vote is taken, and she declares it to have 

passed. 

https://www .youtube.com/watch ?v=GGLOOyJxH FM 

Here is a link to the Guidelines as they are posted on the COCL-COAB website. Exhibit #1 

http://www.coclcoab.org/sites/default/files/Guidelines%20for%20Maintaining%20Common%20 

Ground.pdf 

Community Policing: Making the Difference Together 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Police Information Line: 503~823~4636, TIY (for hearing and speech impaired): 503-823-4736 Website: http:/iwww.portiandpolicebureau.com 
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2. Mr. Wolfe then states, at the October 22"d, 2015 meeting, that I present the cons, but "you have 
never once provided a recommendation or a solution. It's just cons after cons after cons taking those 
sniper shotsN 

This statement is completely false. Below are quotes from the con statements I submitted for 

the Use of Force Directive, to the DCUFSC on October 61h, 2015. Nate: All of these recommendations 

were removed from Mr. Steeson's "proof/edit" version. However, Mr. Wolfe was one of the recipients 

of the email with the below quotes. Exhibit #3 

Rec #2: "I recommend that the word "minimum" be removed to be consisted with the 
Seattle policy." 

Rec #3: "I recommend that the PPB stay with language that is taken from the US 
Supreme Court and that we do not take a step backward going back to a force 
continuum." 

Rec #4: "Multiple recommendations were made by PPB advisors to change the word 
"imminent" to "immediate"" 

Rec #5: "Again I recommend that term be removed. It is not consistent with 3 out of 4 
agencies that Mr Steenson stated he looked at or is it best practices as seen in the 
Seattle policy." 

"I recommend that" officer's feet, knees, fists, and elbows" be removed." 

"I think the above language is reasonable and consistent with best practices." 

"I believe that our current policy is more in depth than the New Orleans. See 1010, 
section 4.2 and 4.3" 

"I recommend this section be eliminated. The current directive is very clear regarding 
the carotid hold and when it is justified to use." 

"I recommend that the current PPB policy and training be continued." 

Community Policing: Making the Difference Together 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Police Infcrmat;on Lmc: 503-823-4636, TTY (for heanng and speech impaired): 503-823-4736 VJebsite: http://www.portlandpolicebureau.com 
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Conclusion: 

Misconduct: 
Wrong behavior; behavior or activity that is legally or morally wrong; mismanagement especially 

of governmental or military responsibilities; intentional wrong doing; deliberate violation of a 

law or standard especially by a government official. (Merriam- Webster dictionary) 

City Attorney Judy Prosper, July 9th, 2015, informed the COAB members that they are city officials. She 

read the definition of what a city official is; " ...... an appointee to a board". (18:20) 

Mr. Wolfe's statements go completely against the very rules he approved to be put in place. 

Mr. Wolfe's statements go completely against the "Guidelines for Maintaining Common Ground". 

His behavior and statements were wrong, both morally and ethically. 

Statements like Mr. Wolfe's should not and are not tolerated by the City of Portland and/or the Portland 

Police Bureau. Mr. Wolfe is a city official by definition. 

I believe Mr. Wolfe's behavior and statements constitute gross misconduct. 

Paragraph 144 of the Settlement Agreement addresses the action that should be taken in the case of 

misconduct. 

Community Policing: Making the Difference Together 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Police Information Line: 503-823-4636, TTY (for heanng and speech impaired): 503-823-4736 VVebsite: http://~-.;w.,·v.portlandpo/icebureau.com 
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Date: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bureau of Police 
Charlie Hales, Mayor 

Lawrence P. O'Dea III, Chief of Polrce 
1111 S.W. 2nd Avenue • Portland, OR 97204 • Phone: 503-823-0000 

Integnty • Compass,on • Accountability • Respect • Excellence • Serv1ce 

10-29-2015 

Dr. Dennis Rosenbaum and Dr. Amy Watson; Rosenbaum and Watson 

Compliance Officer/Community Liaison Team 

Officer Paul Meyer 

Portland Police Bureau and member of the COAB 

Formal Complaint regarding Misconduct- Rochelle Silver 

I would like to lodge a formal complaint regarding the misconduct of a member of the Community 

Oversight Advisory Board. The complaint is being filed against Rochelle Silver. 

Background: 

On September 28th, 2015, during a DSUFSC meeting, I was asked by the Chair, Mr. Steenson, to provide 

"con" statements for the "pro/con" section for the 25 plus recommendations that were being made 

regarding Directive 1010.00 Use of Force. I was able to send Mr. Steenson the "con" statements, via 

email, on October 6th, 2015. 

On October 16th, 2015 I went onto the COCL-COAB website and saw that the recommendations 

regarding Directive 1010.00 were posted on the website with a link on the bottom of the page. As I read 

the recommendations I immediately noticed that the responses I provided had been edited. To that 

point in time, I had not received any notification that my "con" statements would be or had been edited. 

I was concerned to the point that I immediately sent an email to the Portland COCL Team stating the 

concerns and sending them an example. 

I also forwarded the email to the Chicago COCL team the next day. 

I also noticed that there was a new section included in the recommendations, "Response to the 

objection". This section was not provided to the members during the September 28th, 2015 DSUFSC 

meeting when the recommendations were voted on 

Community Policing: Making the Difference Together 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

C1ty Information Lme: 503-823·4000, ITY (for heanng and speech impa~red): 503-823-6868 Webs1te: www.portlandpolice.com 
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The "response to the objection" section was added after the vote was made during the September 28th, 

2015 DCUFSC meeting. 

I then requested, through Amy Ruiz, all em ails and attachments that were associated with the 

recommendations to Directive 1010.00. 

There was another DCUFSC meeting on October 19th, 2015 and there was no discussion regarding the 

recommendations made for Directive 1010.00, the changes to the "con" statements or any discussion 

regarding the new added section "response to the objection". 

At the full COAB I COCL Quarterly Report Town Hall meeting, October 22, 2015, I made a statement to 

all attending, to include USDOJ attorneys Jonas Geissler and Adrian Brown, the Chief of Police lawrence 

P. O'Dea, Dr. Dennis Rosenbaum, Dr. Amy Watson, COAB Chair Kathleen Saadat, other members of the 

COAB and community members. 

In the statement I discussed how my responses were edited without my consent or knowledge. 

DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS: 

During the full COAB meeting on October 22"d, 2015, Rochelle Silver personally attacked me with 

comments and accusations that were offense, false, and inflammatory. 

Ms. Silver violated the "Guidelines for Maintaining Common Ground" that were voted on and approved 

during the October gth, 2015 full COAB meeting. 

Below is a link to the video recording of the COAB meeting where the Guidelines were passed. At the 

4:21 mark, Chair Kathleen Saadat presents the Guidelines and a vote is taken, and she declares it to have 

passed. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=GGLOOyJxHFM 

Here is a link to the Guidelines as they are posted on the COCL-COAB website. Exhibit #1 

http:ljwww.coclcoab.org/sites/default/files/Guidelines%20for%20Maintaining%20Common%20 

Ground.pdf 

Community Policing: Making the Difference Together 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Police !nformat1on Ltne: 503-823-4636, TIY (fer heanng and speech impaired): 503-823-4736 \I'Jebsite: http://w~·v;.v.portlandpollcebureau.com 
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Ms. Rochelle starts her personal accusations at the October 22"d, 2015 meeting with the following 

statement; 

"What I may be saying may be inappropriate, but I will go ahead and say it". 

She makes the personal accusation that I am "obstructionistic". 

She makes the accusation that I sit back when everyone is fully engaged, and then I "take a sniper shot". 

This is completely false. I have a video recording of the subcommittee meeting from September 

28th, 2015 that was also submitted to the Portland COCl team. It can be seen that I am 

completely and fully engaged the entire 2 hours of the meeting. 

She stated multiple times that I "take that shot". 

She makes the accusation that I was waiting to bring up the issue of the editing my statements until the 

full COAB meeting, knowing that there was limited time to discuss all of the recommendations. 

She then states that my responses come in "really late" (2:36:55) 

I then make the response to her that wouldn't take longer to rewrite them. (referring to my 

responses) 

She then states ''They weren't rewritten." (2:37:23) 

This statement is false. She stated earlier that she "read them over and over and over again. And it 

sounds like what you said." (2:17:45) But she wouldn't swear to it because they are not recorded. 

However, these were in writing, thus they were recorded. 

She states that "the whole process has been poisoned by this man." And then points at me with her 

paddle. 

Conclusion: 

Misconduct: 
Wrong behavior; behavior or activity that is legally or morally wrong; mismanagement especially 

of governmental or military responsibilities; intentional wrong doing; deliberate violation of a 

law or standard especially by a government official. (Merriam- Webster dictionary) 

Community Policing: Making the Difference Together 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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City Attorney Judy Prosper, July gth, 2015, informed the COAB members that they are city officials. She 

read the definition of what a city official is; " ...... an appointee to a board". (18:20) 

Ms. Rochelle Silver deliberately violated the standard, which are the Guidelines, by making numerous 

accusatory statements, blaming me for numerous things from how I present issues, to being 

"obstructionistic". 

Ms. Silver raised her paddle to speak numerous times and each time violated the Guidelines. 

This behavior was wrong and it was deliberate. Statements like the ones she made in a public forum do 

nothing but damage the process, the credibility and the legitimacy of this group. 

What would happen if a Portland Police Officer acted the way she did? We are expected not to. 

I believe that her actions and statements constitute gross misconduct. 

Paragraph 144 of the Settlement Agreement addresses the action that should be taken in the case of 

misconduct. 

Community Policing: Making the Difference Together 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Date: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Bureau of Police 
Charlie Hales, Mayor 

Lawrence P. O'Dea III, Chief of Police 
1111 S.W. 2nd Avenue • Portland, OR 97204 • Phone: 503-823-0000 

lntegnty • Compassion • Accountabtllty • Respect • Excellence • Servtce 

10-29-2015 

Dr. Dennis Rosenbaum and Dr. Amy Watson; Rosenbaum and Watson 

Compliance Officer/Community Liaison Team 

Officer Paul Meyer 

Portland Police Bureau and member of the COAB 

Formal Complaint regarding Misconduct- Mr. Tom Steenson 

I would like to lodge a formal complaint regarding the misconduct of a member of the Community 

Oversight Advisory Board. The complaint is being filed against Mr. Tom Steenson. 

Background: 

On September 28th, 2015, during a DSUFSC meeting, I was asked by the Chair, Mr. Steenson, to provide 

"con" statements for the "pro/con" section for the 25 plus recommendations that were being made 

regarding Directive 1010.00 Use of Force. I was able to send Mr. Steenson the "con" statements, via 

email, on October 6th, 2015. Exhibit #1. Please note that my responses are in red, the same way they 

were sent that day and this exhibit is printed from the email that was sent October 6th, 2015. 

On October 16th, 2015 I went onto the COCl-COAB website and saw that the recommendations 

regarding Directive 1010.00 were posted on the website with a link on the bottom of the page. As I read 

the recommendations I immediately noticed that the responses I provided had been edited. To that 

point in time, I had not received any notification that my "con" statements would be or had been edited. 

The editing was significant enough and I was concerned to the point that I immediately sent an email to 

the Portland COCl Team stating those concerns and I included an example Exhibit #2. 

I also forwarded the email to the Chicago COCl team the next day Exhibit #3. 

I also noticed that there was a new section included in the recommendations, "Response to the 

objection". This section was not provided to the members during the September 28th, 2015 DSUFSC 

Community Policing: Making the Difference Together 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

City Information L•ne: 503-823·4000, TTY (for heanng and speech impatred): 503-823-6868 Website: www.portlandpoltce.com 
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meeting when the recommendations were voted on. See Exhibit #4 for the recommendation and email 

that was sent to the members for the September 28th, 2015 meeting. 

The "response to the objection" section was added after the vote was made during the September 28th, 

2015 DCUFSC meeting. 

Exhibit #5 was taken from the COC-COAB website October 161h, 2015 and shows the new section 

"response to the objection". The attachments, policies, articles, etc. (pages 4-73 and 93-101) were also 

not included in the email that was sent on September 28th, 2015. 

I then requested, through Amy Ruiz, all emails and attachments that were associated with the 

recommendations to Directive 1010.00. Exhibit #6. See the highlighted section in the second email that 

states Mr. Steenson wanted to "double check the document before it went out" and the Amy Ruiz 

"consolidated (without edits)" the document into a single PDF. 

There was another DCUFSC meeting on October 19th, 2015 and there was no discussion regarding the 

recommendations made for Directive 1010.00, the changes to the "con" statements or any discussion 

regarding the new added section "response to the objection". 

At the full COAB I COCL Quarterly Report Town Hall meeting, October 22, 2015, I made a statement to 

all attending, to include USDOJ attorneys Jonas Geissler and Adrian Brown, the Chief of Police Lawrence 

P. O'Dea, Dr. Dennis Rosenbaum, Dr. Amy Watson, COAB Chair Kathleen Saadat, other members of the 

COAB and community members. 

In the statement I discussed how my responses were edited without my consent or knowledge. 

DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS: 

Below I will describe an ongoing practice of unethical behavior to include; untruthfulness, 

misrepresentations and failure to follow COAB voted on and accepted rules. This unethical behavior has 

occurred over months and I believe constitutes gross misconduct. 

1. On October 22, 2015, Mr. Steenson knowingly gave false statements to the entire COCL/COAB 

group, USDOJ attorneys and to the Community that was present and/or watching via the live streaming. 

He did this numerous times during a recorded public meeting. He stated the following; 
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"You're simply wrong when you say that there were wholesale changes and deletions in you con 

statements. That is simply not true." 

He then later stated: 

"I don't know what Paul is talking about frankly, when he is suggests somehow, his con statements or 

his objections were deleted, removed, whatever other terms he uses, it is simply not true." 

These statements made by Mr. Steenson are false, misleading, untruthful, and accusatory. 

In an email to Amy Ruiz on October 7th, 2015, he stated that he knew changes were made. In that email 

he stated that Jim Kahan put "their input into usable information which I now have." Exhibit #7. Also in 

that email he stated "You will need to add all the attachments and send the 8 packets ..... to me so I can 

proof/edit the recommendations one more time." These statements show that he knew that changes 

were made and that he would approve, by "proof/edit", the recommendations before they were to be 

posted. Amy Ruiz also had the understanding Mr. Steenson would "double check the document before" 

it was sent out and that can be seen in the highlighted area in the second email in Exhibit #6. 

Also, in the con statements, I made numerous recommendations and they were all removed. Mr. Philip 

Wolfe goes on later in the meeting to accuse me of never providing recommendations. (2:32:15) 

Exhibit #8 

In an email, just sent on October 29th, 2015, Mr. Steenson writes " .. .1 asked him to help me with cleaning 

up and consolidating the information received from Michelle and Paul so I could input it into the 8 

recommendation forms." 

This statement shows he knew the responses were edited and in fact. he asked them to be. But above he 

states that " ... it is simply not true." 

At the 2:40:14 mark in the video recording of the October 22"d, 2015 meeting, Mr. Kahan admits that 

the response were edited. 

Exhibit #9: 

o See large deletions in recommendation #3: 44% of the characters were removed from 

the con statement for the "Use of Force Continuum": 

• Also to be noted is the deletion of the entire reference to the US gth Circuit 

Court of Appeals ruling, Glenn v. Washington County, a county directly to the 

west of City of Portland. Mr. Steenson used this ruling in a response to question 

I had regarding Force continuums and court decisions, to show that they are 
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Exhibit #10: 

used to determine the reasonableness of the use of force used. I pointed out 

the language they used to make that determination, posting this in the Forum 

on the COCL-COAB website. 

http:Uwww .cocl-coab.org/comment/187#comment-187 

o In the section regarding "continuous assessment of Force" I identified the areas where 

this is covered in the current directive. That was included. 

o In the next section "Officer Should ...... or Disproportionate Use of Force" I identified the 

sections where it is covered also and the section was completely deleted. 

o In Rec #4, in the version I sent, multiple recommendations were made (in red) to change 

the word "imminent" to "immediate". This was never discussed in Mr. Steenson's 

"proof/edit" version that was sent to the Portland COCL. 

o In recommendation #4, the "proof/edit" version, regarding definitions to neck and 

choke holds, states that the objection arose in Recommendation #5, but will be 

discussed in #4. 

• Below is what I wrote and submitted for Recommendation #5, and below that is 

what was actually put in #4 in the "proof/edit'' version. 

"Definition of Deadly force in PPB Directive1010: 
Deadly Physical Force: As defined in ORS § 161.015 (3), physical force that 
under the circumstances in which it is used is readily capable of causing 
death or serious physical injury. Use of deadly weapons, as defined in ORS § 
161.015 (2), constitutes deadly force. Vehicle barricades and the carotid 
hold are categorically defined as deadly force and require deadly force 
justification. The use of dangerous weapons, as defined in ORS § 161.015 
(1), which may include flashlights, batons, body parts, ramming, and other 
weapons constitutes deadly force when the use is readily capable of causing 
death or serious physical injury. 

Above Mr. Steenson states that it is "extremely dangerous to authorize a 
type of force, especially deadly force, for which officers have received no 
training .... " 

An officer can only use it when deadly force is justified, is it or can it be 
more dangerous than deadly force? I guess I don't understand this one. 
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If an officer is a fight for their life, they can't use a carotid hold because it is 
too dangerous? 

I recommend this section be eliminated. The current directive is very clear 
regarding the carotid hold and when it is justified to use. 

The current PPB directive is consistent with New Orleans and Seattle 
policies and it is more restrictive than Denver and Las Vegas." 

• What was actually put in the final version below: 

• "Objection to definitions for neck and choke holds: Neck and choke holds 

are not defined in the recommendation. Additionally, it is not clear 

whether someone grabbing an officer around the neck constitutes 

deadly force against the officer. (This objection also arose regarding part 

(h) of Recommendation# 102215-5, but is discussed here.)" 

• "Objection regarding carotid holds: Carotid holds are currently listed as deadly 

force in PPB policy. (This is also brought up in Recommendation# 102215-5(h), 

where ORS § 161.015 (2) and (3) are cited; it is discussed here.) 

o My reference to the Seattle and New Orleans policies was completely removed. 

o In recommendation #4, it is stated that both, Seattle and New Orleans, polices should be 

incorporated into Directive 1010.00 and the removal of my references to the fact that 

the PPB policies are consistent with both Seattle and New Orleans denies an extremely 

valid point that we are consistent with what the recommendation states should happen. 

Mr. Steenson also states at the October 22"d, 2015 meeting; 

"We stand by the presentation of the cons, maybe not word for word necessarily." 

• This statement is a complete contradiction and misrepresents what he stated just 

minutes earlier; "I don't know what Paul is talking about frankly, when he is 

suggests somehow, his con statements or his objections were deleted, removed, 

whatever other terms he uses, it is simply not true. 

2. During a Full COAB meeting on July gth, 2015, Mr. Steenson's first as voting COAB member, he made a 

motion to wave the rules that the entire COAB, including himself, voted to accept. He then refused to 

pull is motion, even after numerous COAB members voiced concerns, US DOJ Attorney Jonas Geissler 
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advised that the COAB should follow the rules they have, a motioned was made to pull the 

recommendation and then we has asked if he would withdraw the motions from the Chair of the COAB. 

Below I will give a "play by play" of what occurred. This COAB meeting was also video recorded and can 

be found at the below link. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=SaiP3NWNOrw 

1. City Attorney Judy Prosper, July gth, 2015, informed the COAB members that they are city 

officials. She read the definition of what a city official is; " ...... an appointee to a board". (18:20) 

2. The Executive Committee made a recommendation for an amendment to be voted on by the full 

COAB, regarding how to amend, or start a new subcommittee. (4:58) 

a. The vote passed and Mr. Steenson voted to pass it also. (14:00) 

3. Mr. Steenson, later at meeting, made a motion to develop a new subcommittee on 

accountability. (2:12:35) 

4. Amy Ruiz then stated that per the bylaws that were just approved, that proposal should go to 

the Executive Committee and then bounce back to the full COAB. 

5. Mr. Steenson then immediately interrupted Amy Ruiz and made a second motion to wave that 

provision of the bylaws so the subcommittee could be started. 

6. Senator Avel Gordly then seconded the motion (2:13:50) 

7. Rabbi Michael Cahana raised the point that it "seems a little strange" to wave a bylaw that was 

just passed. (2:14:1) 

8. USA DOJ Attorney Jonas Geissler then went to the microphone (2:15:25) and stated he believed 

the City Attorney should weigh in on "legality of this organization having bylaws then taking a 

vote to wave them." He then clearly stated "If there are rules, follow the rules." He continued 

by saying "I think this group should look at its larger legitimacy by sticking by its own rules." 

9. Dr. Alisha Moreland-Capuia then stated she would support Mr. Geissler's sentiment. 

10. Philip Wolfe then made a motion to remove the motion made by Mr. Steenson presented to 

wave the bylaws. (2:16:20) 

11. It was then immediately seconded by multiple COAB members. 

12. Chair Kathleen Saadat then asked Mr. Steenson if he would withdrawal the motion. (2:16:42) 

13. Mr. Steenson answered "No". 

14. Chair Kathleen Saadat then asked if he would withdrawal the second motion. 

15. Mr. Steenson stated that he made both motions and stated "I'm not withdrawing each of 

them". 
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16. Chair Kathleen Saadat then pointed out that he no longer had a second for the motion and it 

couldn't be voted on. 

After he voted to approve the amendment to the bylaws, he made a motion to wave the very rule he 

just voted to accept. Mr. Steenson then heard from multiple members of the COAB that questioned his 

motions, pulled their second for the motion, and even made a motion to remove his motion, he still 

refused to pull them. 

US DOJ Attorney Jonas Geissler brought up two separate points to consider. One, the legality of having 

bylaws, then voting to wave them; second, that the group look at the "larger legitimacy by sticking by its 

own rules." Mr. Geissler also stated very clearly, "If there are rules follow them" 

Even after this, Mr. Steenson still refused to remove his motions. 

3. Mr. Steenson's demeanor towards me was been adversarial and acrimonious from the beginning, 

even though he says he wishes it wasn't. (October 22, 2015 COAB meeting, video recording 2:18:10) 

This can be seen in earlier emails dating back as far as May 27th, 2015, see exhibit #11, #12. 

In an email sent May, 227th, 2015 (#12), that he sent to the entire COAB, he states that the Training 

Division is "utterly incompetent". 

In Exhibit #11 he states "your response is in my opinion an example of the very reason why the Training 

Division has been problematic for a very long time ... " He then goes on to say "I will be surprised if you 

or any of the police advisors every join the COAB members or alternates in any statements or 

recommendations about needed changes ... " 

Please look at what my response was, that he was referring to in #11. In it I speak to the issue that not 

one person has ever ask me a question regarding the Training Division audit done by the City Auditor. I 

go on to state that "I think all of us expect from each other, that we will make educated and rational 

decisions regarding important COAB matters." 

Mr. Steenson attended the training session that was provided to the members of the COAB; however he 

refused to participate in any of the scenarios. He stated that he did not want to touch any weapons or 

simulated weapons. That request was honored and not questioned. He was informed by multiple 

instructors, including myself, that 3 out of the 4 scenarios would not require him to touch any weapons 

or simulated weapons and then he was asked if he would like to participate in those scenarios. 
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He still refused to participate. This refusal to participate and learn is telling. It shows his rigidness and 

how closed minded his is to learn about anything that is not in line with what he thinks. 

This type of behavior is not productive and takes away from the credibility and legitimacy of the COAB. 

Mr. Steenson has made no attempt to make that relationship better. I have made attempts to talk with 

him on the side and he has not participated. I even explained to him that I don't take any of the 

criticism personally. 

But Mr. Steenson has crossed a line of responsibility and has not upheld a standard that any city official 

should. 

Conclusion: 

Misconduct: 

Wrong behavior; behavior or activity that is legally or morally wrong; mismanagement especially 

of governmental or military responsibilities; intentional wrong doing; deliberate violation of a 

law or standard especially by a government official. (Merriam -Webster dictionary) 

I believe the above describes an ongoing practice of unethical behavior that constitutes gross 

misconduct to include; untruthfulness, misrepresentations and failure to follow COAB voted on and 

accepted rules. This unethical behavior has occurred over months and months. Mr. Steenson is a city 

official, per definition. He has continually violated a standard that has and will continue to erode the 

legitimacy and credibility of this group. It has and will have a negative ripple effect on the effectiveness 

of this group process the fore seeable future. 

He has violated a standard that he holds the Police Bureau to. 

Warnings, direction, and advice have been given by multiple people, multiple times. 

Mr. Steenson, and the COAB, received a very clear advice and direction from City Attorney Judy Prosper 

and US DOJ Attorney Jonas Geissler on July 9, 2015 regarding ethics as a city official and on legitimacy of 

the group's activity. 

Untruthfulness like this is not and cannot be tolerated within the Police Bureau. 

How can it be tolerated here, for even an instant? 

Paragraph 144 of the Settlement Agreement address the action that should be taken in the case of 

misconduct. 
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XFINITY Connect https://web.mail.comcast.net/zimbra/h/printmessage?id=511928&t.. 
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XFINITY Connect tornsteenson@comcastnet 
+Font Size-

Fwd: November 4, email to you 

From: Kathleen Saadat <saadat.coab@gmail.com> 

Subject: Fwd: November 4, email to you 

Mon, Nov 16, 2015 10:53 PM 

To: Philip j. Wolfe <philipjames73@hotmail.com>, Rochelle Silver <rsilverl@yahoo.com>, 
Tom Steenson <tomsteenson@comcast.net> 

Cc: Amy Ruiz <amyr@strategies360.com>, Paul Meyer <Paui.Meyer@portlandoregon.gov> 

Begin forwarded message: 

Here is the email I sent to Paul Meyer on November 4th and again on November 6th. Again, I thought I had copied the three of 
you. It turns out I copied no one which Is unusual for me as I usually copy Amy and/or Mandl. 

I am not declaring this the perfect process but It did (and still does) seem Important to me to not have this Issue stand around too long 
and cause even greater distress. Given the COCL's responsibility I drafted what seemed to me a fair and simple process to resolve the 
Issue. 

Again, I apologize for messing up. 

Kathleen 

From: Kathleen Saadat <saadat.coab(ulgmail.com> 

Date: November 6, 2015 at 1 :12:35 PM PST 
To: Paul Meyer <Paui.Meyer@portlandoregon.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: November 4, email to you 

Here is what I sent to you. 

Kathleen Saadat 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kathleen Saadat <saadat.coab@lgmail.com> 
Date: November 4, 2015 at 4:38:39 PM PST 
To: Paul Meyer <PnuUvleycr(iilportiandoregon.gov> 

Paul, 
My apologies for the delay In writing you. The COCL office will be working to address the Issues you 
have raised In your complaints. I have notified each respondent against whom a complaint was levied 
and forwarded to them the text of the complaint that names them. 

Each complaint will be handled separately and may require of you several meetings. At this point I can 
tell you that the process will include, but is not limited to: 

• review of each of the written three complaints-extraction of Information that needs to be 
verified or darifled 

• review of videos to establish a factual baseline regarding assertions and/or denials and to get a 
sense of the dynamic 

• Interviews with each respondent to hear each persons point of view regarding the specifics of 

ll/19/15 5:41 AM 
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XFINITY Connect https:/ /web.mail.comcast.net/zimbralh/printmessage?id=511928&t.. 

the charges 
• consultations with HR specialists If necessary 
• documentation of findings 
• Discussion of findings with you the complainant and each respondent 
• Discussion of next steps with you the complainant and each respondent 
• Implementation of any corrective action decided upon by the COCL 

of2 11/19/15 5:41 AM 
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XFINITY Connect https://web.mail.comcast.net/zimbra/h/printmessage?id=512214&t... 
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XFINITY Connect 

Re: DSUFCS recommendation re: Paul's complaints 

From : Kathleen Saadat <saadat.coab@gmail.com> 

Subject : Re: DSUFCS recommendation re: Paul's complaints 

To: Tom Steenson <tomsteenson@comcast.net> 

Tom, 

Cc: Philip Wolfe <philipjames73@hotmail.com>, Rochelle Silver <rsilverl@yahoo.com>, Bud 
Feuless <bfeuless@earthlink.net>, Jim Kahan <jimkahan@alumni.reed.edu>, Brandon 
Hamilton <scoophamilton7@gmail.com>, Michele Hughes 
<michele.hughes@portlandoregon.gov>, Paul Meyer 
<paul.meyer@portlandoregon.gov>, Amy Ruiz <amyr@strategies360.com>, Mandi 
Hood <mandi.hood@portlandoregon.gov>, Judy Prosper 
<Judy.Prosper@portlandoregon.gov>, Adrian Brown <Adrian.Brown@usdoj.gov> 

You requested the following proposal, voted upon and passed out of the DSUFCS subcommittee 11/16/2015: 

tomsteenson@comcast.net 
+Font Size 

Tue, Nov 17, 2015 02:31 PM 

"Before any steps are taken by the COCL, the City Attorney, the City of Portland or the DOl to resolve Paul Meyer's October 16 and 29, 
2015, complaints against Philip Wolfe, Rochelle Silver, and Tom Steenson, the full COAB should be consulted and approve of a process 
set forth In writing for resolving complaints against COAB members." 

The request is denied as It Inappropriate to put this on the COAB agenda. 

1) the COAB does not have the power to stop the processes of any of the entitles named In the proposal 

2) COAB administrative processes are the purview of the COCL 

Hearing yours and others concerns about fairness, I am working on a process to promote confidence in a fair disposition of the the 
Complaints) 

Kathleen Saadat 

On Nov 17, 2015, at 7:33AM, tomsteenson((i,comcast.net wrote: 

Kathleen 

Please add the DSUFCS's recommendation regarding the resolution of Paul's complaints to the agenda for the full COAB 
meeting on 11/19. 

Thanks. 

Tom 

11/18/156:51 AM 
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